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About Macquarie Short Necks
This turtle can grow to about 30cm in length. 
The male has a much fatter and longer tail than 
the female. There are two fleshy barbels under 
its chin. The shell is predominantly medium to 
dark brown above, cream coloured below. The 
skin is greyish and there is a distinctive creamy-
yellow stripe running back along the side of the 
head from the corner of the mouth. The eyes 
are small and yellow with a round black pupil.

Choosing the Right Turtle Tank Setup.
Step One - Choosing the Tank and Filter.

The tank is the most important part of your 
Turtle tank as it determines what size turtle you 
can house, how many, what filters/heaters can 
be run and how much effort is required in it’s 
setup/upkeep.

Ideally a Turtle requires a tank no less than 50L, 
keeping in mind you will have to upgrade in a few 
years time as he/she grows to a 4ft (200L) tank. 

A good quality filter system is the next step. There 
are two options here. 

Submersible Filtration – Your filter will be physically 
in the tank water in order for it to perform. Ideal for 
tanks 10L - 100L.

Canister/Hang On Filtration – Your filter is outside the 
tank and usually sucks water from your tank, filters it 
through, and then pumps clean water back into the 
tank. Ideal for 50L and above.

These are both going to perform to high standards, 
but a canister/hang on filter will perform slightly 
better for large volumes of waste.

In a Filter it’s important to note that it contains the 
following elements.

Filter sponge or similar material – for removal of waste 
and other debris that may build up in your tank.

Carbon – for removal of bad bacteria

Bio Balls / Ceramic Rings - Essential for providing a 
surface area for the good bacteria of the tank to 
cling too and survive on.

These are all essential elements to maintaining a 
healthy tank.

Step Two - Buying the right Chemicals.

Equipping yourself with all the right chemicals 
is important in order to be prepared for any 
situation.
Safe Guard/Water Safe - Removes the Toxic Chlorine 
present in Town Water. (If you have tank water, rain 
water, this is not necessary).

Bio Start/ Bio Clean - Bottled Good Bacteria (fights 
bad bacteria such as Ammonia, Nitrites and Nitrates); 
essential in kick starting/maintaining the growth and 
presence of good bacteria in the water.

pH Test kit and pH solutions - pH is a figure expressing 
how acidic or alkali the tank water is. Turtles require a 
pH of 7 (neutral). Chemicals such pH Up or pH Down 
are used to alter water to the right level.

Aquarium Salt - Adds necessary salts and minerals to 
plain tap water.

Conditioning Crystals and GH Test Kit - Conditioning 
Crystals raise the GH reading of your water. Turtles 
require a GH reading of 150ppm and below. 

Ammonia Test Kit - Ammonia is the by-product from 
waste and is deadly to your turtle. It’s naturally broken 
down via live plants and frequent water changes. A 
ammonia reading of 0 should only ever be present.

Thermometer/Heater - Maintaining the appropriate 
temperature for your turtle is crucial to their survival.

Macquarie Short Necks require water to be between 
24-26 degrees celcius.

Turtle Dock - Turtles must have a place to escape from 
the water.

UV lighting - Essential is Turtle health. UV globes need 
to be replaced at least three times a year as the UV 
present in the globes dies over time.

Step Three - How to Setup/Maintain a Healthy 
Tank.

When it comes to the setup of your tank it’s crucial to 
do it properly to avoid future health issues.

Water changes are essential in maintaining a healthy 
environment for your turtle. A good rule of thumb is 
to change 25% of your tank water weekly in order 
to keep a healthy balance within your tank. Using a 
gravel syphon make water changes much quicker and 
easier but also less stressful on your turtle.

Always top up with Chlorine-Free water that has been 
treated with a water conditioner such as ‘Water-Safe’ 
or ‘Safe-Guard’. It’s also a good idea to add Bio Start 
or Bio Clean and Aquarium Salt. Use Conditioning 
Crystals only when necessary.

Use a aquarium specific sponge or clothe to clean the 
inside of the tank glass and ornaments, being careful 
not to scratch the glass when doing so.

Keep your plants tidy, so remove any brown or dead 
leaves, this will help avoid debris building up and 
clogging your filter.

Filter maintenance should be kept simple. Only ever 
RINSE your filter sponges / pads in the removed water 
from the tank itself and never under the tap. This will 
avoid any chemical building up on the filter sponge 
and stop you from washing away all the necessary 
good bacteria, which lives in your filter.

Filter sponges / pads should only be changed once 
or twice yearly, during change over, it’s important 
to leave the old sponge in with the new sponge 
so bacteria can transfer over and isn’t removed 
completely suddenly.

The carbon inside your filter will need to be replaced 
more frequently than the sponges/pads as carbon 
is an active element, which dies over time once 
exposed, meaning it will not perform it’s job (removing 
bad bacteria / diseases) as fresh carbon should.  Thus 
carbon should be replaced at least every 8 weeks.

Ceramic Noodles/Bio Balls should NEVER be replaced. 
They hold your beneficial bacteria which your turtle/s 
are surviving off.
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Never completely clean out your whole tank – there 
are millions of beneficial bacteria which maintain the 
balance of your tank’s health.

Your tank’s pH, GH, Temperature and Ammonia 
parameters should be tested weekly for the life of 
your tank and it’s health. If you don’t own any test kits 
simply bring in a sample of your water with you next 
time you’re in Warragul Pet Emporium and we’ll test it 
for you for a simple donation to our Guide Dog.

Turtle Checklist

tank with lid & Dock

filtration system

UV Light

gravel or sand

plants, live or artificial

gravel syphon

magnet glass cleaner

variety of turtle food

water safe or safe guard

bio start or Bio clean

thermometer 

ph, GH and ammonia Test Kits

heater

book about care

Feeding
Turtles are Omnivores, meaning they are like humans 
requiring meat and veg in their diet.

Feeding foods such as Frozen Bloodworm, Turtle 
Mix or Beef Heart which have been enriched with 
vitamins and minerals are a good starting point.

Feeder Fish, are also great to provide your turtle with 
a more natural diet. They mimic the turtles natural 
environment where they have to catch their food.

Feeding your turtle outside it’s tank, (a clean cat 
litter tray is ideal!) is highly recommended as it stops 
waste from uneaten food building up and causing 
ammonia in your tank.

Always wash and rinse hands very well before 
and after performing anything to your fish tank.


